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Game Components
Game Tokens that can be Traded between Players
Radium Points (RPs)
[[Atlantis chips]]
Fuel token
Blue Poker Chip
Zing token
(green poker chip)
Widget token

(red poker chip)

Tribute token
(white disc)
Shock Strength cubes
Pink
Tech Strength cubes
Yellow
Imperial Strength cubes
Black
Rebel Strength cubes
White
Noble Strength cubes
Blue
Guild Strength cubes
Orange
Rocket Engine Component
Domino tile?
Rocket Weapon Component
Domino tile?
Imperial favour cards
Counting cards numbered 0-13
Imperial Minions
Meeples
Science dice
Small d6
Unobtanium token
?
Game Tokens that cannot be Traded between Players
Blame Tokens
(black stars)
World Loyalty tokens
wooden discs
Free Action token
Red Star
Control markers
Each player has a unique set
Pollution markers
?
Romance / Inspiration Cards
Playing cards
Combat Units
Army
10
Rocket
8
Character
Stands
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Introduction
This is the rulebook for the Romance of the Seven Worlds megagame. The next two pages provide an
overview of the turn sequence and the different phases of the game. The rest of the rulebook then
explains in detail how game actions are resolved.
The game background is contained in the brief that you have been sent. Your brief had administrative
information about the game, outlines common knowledge known to most players in the game, and
any secret knowledge specific to your role in the game.

Turn Sequence
Each game turn lasts for approximately 25 minutes. Game actions are resolved in a sequence of
phases. Each phase has a time limit. The game cannot wait on players to make decisions, and Control
will move the clock forward. Players who try and do “just one last thing” may suddenly find they have
crash landed in a jungle somewhere.
Phase

Actions

Time

1. Council

Players debate and vote on petitions to the Emperor.

Five Minutes

2. Warlord

Players resolve military actions.

Five Minutes

3. World

Players resolve other actions (see table below).

Ten Minutes

4. Assassin

Any assassination attempts are resolved.

One Minute

5. Imperial Favour

Players move to council tables and declare imperial favour. One Minute

6. Propaganda

Control announcements, and player speeches. Control Three Minutes
moves subject worlds in orbit around Targol.

In the World Phase players are free to move around the worlds as they see fit, and to attempt any of
the following actions:
Action

Action

Diplomacy

Players can negotiate deals and exchange game tokens.

Economic

Players can spend RPs at economic bases they control to build units, train
characters, or any other action specified on the base.

Imperial Government

The Imperial family and the Imperial Ministers have actions they can do
at the Imperial Capital on Targol.

Movement

Players are free to move their characters around (unless wounded or
imprisoned), and can attempt to explore wilderness regions.

Politics

Players may have actions that influence the loyalty of the ordinary citizens
on a world.

Pulp Action

A player can attempt a dramatic pulp action with their character.

Romance

Players can have their character attempt to romance another character (if
both players have opted in to the Romance minigame).

Science

If your character has science training, they can attempt to research
science projects or help other scientists with their projects.
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Council Phase
In the Council Phase, players meet to debate and vote on petitions to the Emperor. Exceptions: there
are no Council meetings in the first turn, or if the Emperor is dead.
Council

Members

Chair

1. Cabinet

Emperor and Imperial Ministers

Emperor

2. Noble

Nobles and other Imperial Family members

Highest Favour

3. Guild

Guild Masters

Highest Favour

4. Common

Common people

Highest Favour

5. Outlaws

Any player who has been outlawed by the Emperor

Oldest Player

The council member with the highest declared Imperial favour score is the chair. This is total value of
all the cards, not just the number of cards the player holds. You are not required to declare all of your
favour cards. You can declare and reveal Imperial favour cards only in the Imperial Favour Phase.
The chair is responsible for the orderly conduct of proceedings. If a petition is not adopted at a Council
meeting, the Chair loses their highest declared Imperial Favour card.

Each player attending a council meeting has one vote, plus one vote per Imperial Favour card that
they hold. The chair determines the method of voting. A simple majority of votes cast is sufficient to
adopt a petition. The chair has a casting vote to break ties.

Each council member can draft one petition per game turn. See the box below for guidelines. Each
council can adopt one petition per game turn.
The Emperor can accept one petition each game turn. The Emperor can make this decision at any
point during the World Phase. The implementation of the petition is not subject to the standard costs
and requirements of other game actions – it represents the full might of the Empire devoted to a single
task. Control will adjudicate any side-effects of implementing the petition.
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Warlord Phase
The Warlord Phase is when combat unit movement and battles occur. The Warlord Phase consists of
a Movement Step (one minute), a Combat Step (three minutes), and an Outcome Step (one minute).
In the first game turn, extra time will be allowed.
Step

Action

Movement

Spend Fuel tokens to move Rockets and Armies.

Combat

Each player can do the following:
• Contest for Radium on Targol with a Rocket unit;
• Intercept meteors in Space Zones with a Rocket unit; or
• Battle to control world regions with Rockets or Armies.

Outcome

Move Rockets and Armies home (no Fuel cost).

All movement is simultaneous and subject to the following rules:
•
•
•
•

Character tokens move for free;
An Army can move anywhere on its world, but it can only move between worlds if transported by
a Rocket;
It costs a Rocket one Fuel token for each move it makes to a different world or space zone;
Each unit can only be involved in one form of combat each turn, e.g. a unit used to intercept
meteors cannot be used to contest for radium or battle for region control.

Each turn Control will spawn RPs in the Radland regions of Targol. Players can move their Rockets to
contest these regions. If two or more players land Rockets on the same region, a battle is triggered
(use the battle process below). If no one else contests a region with you, then you collect all of its RPs
in the Outcome Step.

Each Rocket intercepts in one Space Zone, and intercepts one Meteor at a time. More than one Rocket
can intercept the same Meteor, but a single Rocket cannot intercept more than one Meteor in a single
fire step. Each Meteor has a strength rating written on its counter. A single hit on a Meteor destroys
it. Each hit on a Rocket removes one strength cube. If a meteor is not destroyed before the end of the
Combat Step, it strikes the world in its zone.
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Step

Intercept Action

Intercept

Place the Rocket token by the Meteor counter it is intercepting.

Fire

Roll 2d6 + Rocket Strength for each Rocket intercepting a Meteor.

Outcome

For each Rocket, if your total fire score is:
• > Meteor strength, then remove the Meteor counter;
• = Meteor strength, the Rocket takes a hit, then remove the Meteor counter;
• < Meteor strength, the Rocket takes a hit.

Repeat?

If the Meteor is not removed, repeat the above steps until either:
• The Meteor is removed;
• The Rocket is destroyed; or
• The player in command of the Rocket chooses to abandon the interception.

Strike?

If a Meteor is not removed, Control will determine which world region is struck and
damaged.

Battles only occur in named regions. One battle is fought in each region where there are hostile forces,
using the process below.
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Step

Battle Action

Control

Control determines that a battle needs to be resolved.

Draw

A battle card is drawn.

Delay?

Cliff-hanger: Place a one-minute sand timer down. When the sands run out, draw
another battle card.
Romance: Players involved in the battle may check for Romance. Otherwise treat as a
cliff-hanger.
If the battle is not resolved before the Combat step ends, all units are locked in battle
until the following game turn.

Fortune

Resolve the battle using a process determined by the battle card:
• Attrition: roll 2d6 + unit Strength;
• Chance: roll 2d6;
• Sway: roll 2d6 + unit Loyalty + character Charisma;
• Tactics: roll 2d6 + character Tactics;
• Tech: roll 2d6 + unit Tech + character Science;
If a player is unable to find time to roll dice, they are assumed to roll a 2.

Victory

The high score wins. Resolve ties with a duel between characters (see Duelling on next
page). If you do not have a character present, you lose.

Outcomes

The winner gains control of the region and any RPs or economic bases in that region.
Characters who lose a duel may be captured, wounded, or killed. Adjust unit cubes as
follows:
• Attrition: lose strength cubes equal to your foe’s highest die roll.
• Chance: lose strength cubes equal to your foe’s lowest die roll.
• Sway: winner gains defeated strength cubes with matching loyalty.
• Tactics: no one loses cubes.
• Tech: lose tech cubes equal to your foe’s lowest die roll.
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At the start of the duel, each player chooses their stakes:
•
•
•

Punch: if you win one duel round, you knock your foe out and take them PRISONER;
Stab: if you win two duel rounds, you WOUND your foe; or
Shoot: if you win three duel rounds, you shoot your foe and KILL them.

Each round roll 2d6 + Duelling. High score wins. On a tie, nothing happens. If no one wins in three
rounds, the duel is inconclusive. In a tied battle duel, the defender wins.

In addition to any harm to units, the winner of the battle gains control of the region for all purposes.
Units with no remaining strength cubes are destroyed. Any surviving defeated units are retreated by
Control to a different location.

World Phase
In the World Phase players are free to attempt any of the actions outlined on the following pages.

Diplomacy
Players are free to negotiate with each other as they see fit. Tradeable game tokens can be freely
exchanged between players. There is no game mechanic for enforcing deals.

Economic Actions
Economic actions only take place on at economic bases that you control.

The main unit of currency for economic actions is the Radium Point (RP). The main sources for RPs are
mining on Targol, the Ministry of Treasure, or negotiations with other players.

Each subject world player starts the game with an economic base that they control on their home
world. Each base can do four types of economic action.
Most economic base actions cost one or more RPs, but if the action cost is zero, then it is free. If the
action cost is “T”, then the RP cost is equal to the game turn number (e.g. in game turn 2 it is two RPs).
Each action can normally be done twice per game turn. You can do an action a third and final time by
spending a Widget token. This bonus action costs the same number of RPs as your second action,
unless you spend two Widget tokens, in which case the RP cost is the same as your first action.
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When you do an economic action, place the RP tokens (and any widgets) used on top of the action
cost. Control will collect the RP tokens before the start of the next World Phase. If the action is free
place a free action token to indicate its use for the game turn. Remove this after the World Phase
ends.

To build a new Rocket unit you need one Weapon component and one Engine component, and at least
one Tech cube to put into the Rocket’s counter. You may add any other strength tokens from your
Reserves.

To build a new Army unit, you need ten Strength cubes in your Reserves and an Army counter to put
them all into.

A new economic base can be created by imperial petition and some science projects. See Control if
this happens.

Movement Actions
In the World Phase you can move characters and game tokens, but Rocket and Army units remain
where they are.

Players can move around between worlds as they see fit during the Action Phase, but must remember
to move their character token with them if they want to resolve actions on a world.
If you are wounded or in prison, you must wait until you heal or escape before moving.

If you want to go exploring ancient ruins or other exotic wilderness locations, you can do that once
per game turn. Place your character token in the location or region of the map you wish to explore
and ask Control if you find anything. Note: exploration has risks, especially from saurian attacks.
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Political Actions
Most of the political actions that players undertake will be resolved by conversations with other
players. Your skills of persuasion will be key to swaying other players to help you, or to arrange an
exchange of resource tokens. The Romance mechanics can also be used for this purpose.

As a player, your initial loyalty is listed in your character briefing. You have the ultimate agency to
determine the loyalty of your character during the game. See the character rules (page XX) for
information about changing character objectives.

The loyalty of each of the Seven Worlds, however, is determined by player actions in the game. World
loyalty tokens play a key role in determining the success or failure of Pulp Actions, the loyalty of
soldiers recruited from that world, and the chance of rebellion occurring there.
Each of the Seven Worlds has its own loyalty bag, containing loyalty tokens that represent the hopes
and fears of the ordinary people of that world:
•
•
•
•

Black: support for the Emperor;
White: support for rebels and outlaws;
Blue: support for Nobles; or
Orange: support for the Guilds.

The mix of loyalty tokens in a world bag can be adjusted by the loyalty actions listed below.
Action

Loyalty Process

Technocracy or Draw three world loyalty discs, change one to Guild loyalty, and return all three to
Theocracy
the bag.
Fealty

Draw three world loyalty discs, change one to Guild loyalty, and return all three to
the bag.

Populism

Draw three world loyalty discs, change any, all, or none of the discs to any desired
loyalty, and return all three to the bag.

Martial Law

Draw three world loyalty discs, change one to Emperor loyalty, and return all three
to the bag.

Secret Police

Draw five world loyalty discs, and return all five to the bag.

Official Visit by Draw five world loyalty discs, change any, all, or none of the discs to Emperor loyalty,
the Emperor
and return all five to the bag.
Subversion

Draw three world loyalty discs, change one to Rebel loyalty, and return all three to
the bag.

Propaganda

Control to adjudicate number of tokens on what worlds are affected.

A rebellion may occur during the game, if a suitable narrative trigger occurs (such as an announcement
that the Emperor has been killed). This is a wide spread uprising of people throughout the empire. If
a rebellion occurs, Control will determine which worlds and combat units join the rebellion, using the
process on the table below:
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Rebellion

Rebellion Process

World

1.
2.
3.
4.

Units

1.
2.
3.
4.

Draw five world loyalty discs.
Roll 2d6.
Add +1 per Rebel loyalty disc draw, -1 per Emperor disc drawn.
Add Charisma rating of Rebel characters, subtract Charisma rating of Loyal
Characters.
5. On a roll of 8+, the world rebels. All combat units on the world test for loyalty.
Roll 2d6.
Add +1 per Rebel loyalty strength cube, -1 per Emperor strength cube.
Character controlling unit – add Charisma if Rebel, subtract if Loyal.
On a roll of 8+, the unit rebels.

Science Actions
Science actions can be undertaken only by characters that have a Science rating of +1 or more. If you
start with a Science rating of 0, you will need to train your Science to at least +1 before you can
acquire or use science projects or science dice.
The general process for this minigame is that players acquire Science project cards, decide what
project to research, acquire science dice, and then roll science dice to progress the chosen project
towards completion. Completed science projects can be traded to other players.

The following sources exist for Science project cards:
Source

Science Project Acquisition Method

Discovery

Completing some science projects will unlock new science projects.

Exploration

If you explore a world, you may discover a Science project.

Imperial Archives

The Librarian Guild can draw Science project cards as a build action.

Imperial Minister

Can potentially use a Ministry of Conscription action to acquire a project.

Terran Scientist

Can give anyone the Scientific Method project card.

Trade

Players are free to trade a Science project card to other players once they
have completed the project.

Science dice can be kept in reserve, traded with other players, or used on researching science projects.
You can acquire one science dice from the following sources:
Source

Number of Science Dice

Science Rating

One die per point of science rating your character has.

Science Projects

Some completed Science projects grant bonus science dice.

Imperial Minister

Government power use can create some science dice.

Science Action

The Science build actions can build sets of three science dice.

Science Conference

Any character with a science rating can grant you a bonus die by visiting your
world and sitting down for a one-minute conversation about science.
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You can progress research on any, all, or none of your science projects. You
can only roll science dice for each project once per World Phase. Each project
card has six progress squares, numbered from 1-6. A die can only be placed
in an empty square, with a number matching the number rolled on the dice.
Extra dice with the same number are wasted research. Keep the project card
and dice on your world table.
After rolling Science dice, you can spend a Zing token to either:
•
•

Reroll three science dice of your choice; or
Change the number rolled on one science die to a number of your
choice.

Note: Your projects are public knowledge once you put a science die on
them.

When all six progress squares are filled, the project is completed. Inform Control of your
accomplishment, and to get any unlocked project cards. Make notes on any bonuses you now have,
and you can now trade the project card to another character with a science rating of +1 or better. This
costs six science dice, but allows the player you trade the card to use the completed project effect.

Imperial Favour
The Emperor and the Imperial heirs get a number of Imperial Favour cards each game turn. These
cards can be bestowed by members of the Imperial Family as they see fit. Some Science projects and
Imperial government powers might also affect favour cards.
If the Emperor makes an official visit to a world, one random Imperial favour card is also gained by all
characters for whom it is a home world.
Each Imperial favour card grants you one bonus vote at Council meetings. Each card has a number
value from 0-13 – this is used to determine who chairs the Council. Imperial favour is also desired by
Imperial Ministers for recruiting Minions (see below).

Imperial Government
Imperial Ministers use the various agencies of the Imperial Government to implement the Emperor’s
will, and to advance their own interests.

Each minister has loyal minions (meeples) of a specific colour. Minions are used to control imperial
government agencies. Minions are acquired as specified in the table below. Minions are held in your
Reserves until committed to an agency. Once placed, a Minion cannot be moved, except as allowed
under the rules below.
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Source
Imperial favour

Ishkur

Number of Minions
Each game turn you gain a number of minions based on your Imperial Favour
score:
• Highest Score: gain three minions;
• Lowest Score: gain one minion; or
• Other Score: gain two minions.
Some characters on the planet Ishkur can recruit and train minions. You will
need to trade to acquire these minions.

Each Imperial Ministry (or Agency) has a Minor Power and a Major Power. Minor Powers can be used
once per game turn by each Imperial minister with one or more Minions in that agency. Major Powers
can be used once per game turn by the Imperial minister with the most Minions in that agency.
If an agency has more blame tokens on it than any other agency, none of its powers cannot be used.
You can use each imperial power that you have once per game turn. You can use both the Minor and
Major Powers in the same game turn. When you use a power, shift a Minion to the exhausted circle
on the agency sheet. Minions refresh at the start of the game turn. Timing is important in the use of
imperial powers:
•
•
•

If all of your Minions are removed from an agency tile before you use a power, you are no longer
eligible for using that power;
If you become eligible for Major Power use during a turn, you can use the Major Power even if it
has already been used that turn;
If you lose eligibility for a Major Power, you can no longer use it, but any prior use that turn
remains valid.

The full details of how agency powers are used can be found on the imperial agency tiles. This
summary is so all players have an understanding of what the government can do:
Agency Power
Conscription
War
Protocol
Minions
Inquisition
Disintegration Chamber
Truth
Fear
Treasury
Tribute
CROM

Effect
Resolve an Economic Action on a subject world.
Recruit strength cubes on Targol. Major power – can grant subjects the right
to make war on each other.
Improve favour. Major power – Can reassign Imperial Favour cards.
Move minions between agencies.
Place blame tokens. Major power – Move minions to the Disintegration
Chamber.
Major power – Removes Minions.
Shift blame tokens. Major power – Propaganda speech.
Secret police spy on loyalty. Major power – impose Martial Law.
Gain RPs. Major power – gain more RPs!
Tribute tokens allows a second use of a Major Power.
Science die. Major power – ask Control a question.

Pulp Actions
In this megagame, Pulp Action is the term used to describe Special Actions or “wizard wheeze” in other
megagames. A Pulp Action can be used to create a dramatic narrative effect on the game. All players
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will start the game with at least one Pulp Action card. The scope of the Pulp Action is chosen by the
player initiating the Pulp Action, within the following constraints:
•
•
•
•
•

The Pulp Action must involve your character, plus any friends willing to assist;
The Pulp Action must be something could be carried out by a small group of people;
The Pulp Action takes place at a specific location;
The Pulp Action places your character at risk – you could be wounded or captured;
Pulp Actions cannot be used for assassination attempts.

You must make a short narrative description of the action in a pulp tone, and can suggest the
mechanical effect. Control will adjudicate what happens, including giving any targets of the Pulp
Action a chance to play their own Pulp Actions in response.
Pulp Action cards are one use, unless specified otherwise.

Pulp Action cards can be gained from the Romance subgame. Control will award some Pulp Action
cards to players based on which characters get the most spotlight time in the speeches made in the
Propaganda Phase.

The adjudication of Pulp Actions is an art, not a science. Control may modify this procedure in play.
The primary method of determining the success or failure of Pulp Actions is by drawing three loyalty
disc tokens from the bag for the world where the action is taking place. If the Pulp Action targets a
character or asset controlled by other characters, then you need to draw more of your loyalty tokens
than of theirs.
If you are attempting a Pulp Action against a similar player role (e.g Noble versus Noble), then the
appropriate loyalty only works for the player on their home world and Control will adjudicate what
other loyalty the player should be trying to draw.
If two opposed Pulp Actions are tied for success, then control will get players to roll dice to break the
tie, adding Charisma, Duelling, Science, or Tactics scores as may be considered appropriate.
Loyalty Tokens
Needed

0
1
2
3

Difficulty of the Pulp Action
Saving Throw: Escaping from a death trap, prison, or execution chamber,
sneaking undetected into a guarded facility to scout, countering a Pulp Action
that targets you.
Minor Effect: Replicating a normal action power, setting a trap to capture
another player, setting up or searching for a secret base, securely hiding a
secret, improving the guards defending a region, disrupting or delaying a
science project.
Major Effect: doing a build action for free, setting a trap to wound other
characters, strength hits to a combat unit, sabotaging a superweapon, stealing
the results of a science project, theft of resource tokens, creating a new social
event, or giving a propaganda speech.
Irreversible Effect or Impossible Action: Attempting to kill a character, destroy
a region, imperial agency, or combat unit.
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Assassin Phase
The Emperor announces which world they are visiting. If an Assassin has targeted the Emperor on that
world, the Emperor may be killed.
Control will also eliminate all Minions in the Disintegration Chamber and check Imperial Tribute.

Imperial Favour Phase
All players move to their Council table and may declare the number and value of any Imperial Favour
cards that they hold. Undeclared favour cards do not grant votes in Council. Exception: If the Emperor
is dead, this phase is skipped. Remain at the Council table for the Propaganda Phase.

Propaganda Phase
In the propaganda phase the Control team will make any necessary game announcements. A few
players will then be allowed a one-minute speech:
•
•
•

The Terran journalist always makes a speech;
A member of the imperial government always makes a speech; and
One other player, as chosen by Control.

Control will adjudicate the effect of the speeches. This may lead to loyalty tokens being adjusted for
some worlds, and some players being granted a bonus Pulp Action card.
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During the Propaganda Phase, Control will move each subject world one Space Zone in clockwise
orbit around Targol. Whichever subject world is in Space Zone 6 is immune from meteors.

Characters
As a player in this megagame, your role in the game is represented with a physical character token
that shows your current location. The front of your neck wallet has a card to display your character
name, control symbol, and your character’s ratings in Charisma, Duelling, Science, and Tactics. The
wallet also has two pockets in which you can place cards and tokens your character has.

It is possible for your character to be captured as a result of battles, duels, pulp actions, or by being
arrested. You can be arrested if your character token is in a region controlled by another player, or by
an Imperial Minister who has declared martial law on a world, and you do not have a combat unit you
control to guard you. If you are an imperial citizen, and refuse arrest by an imperial official, then you
are considered to be a rebel.
While you are a prisoner, you must follow your captor around and you can be INTERROGATED. If your
captor takes you to a prison, they can leave you there until you escape.
If you are captured, you automatically escape after one minute, or after three minutes if you are
transported to a prison before the first minute expires. You can attempt to escape immediately with
a Pulp Action.

You captor can ask you one question. You must answer truthfully. You then get to ask your captor one
question, which they must also answer truthfully.

If your character is wounded, you must rest by sitting down at a table for one minute to heal your
wounds. While healing you can talk with other players, but can do no other character actions – except
for a Pulp Action. If you are wounded again before you have healed, this kills your character.

It is possible for your character to die in the game. A Pulp Action card can be played immediately after
your character death as a “saving throw” for a last-minute escape from mortal peril. If your character
does die Control will issue you with a new character.

The duelling rules are covered in the combat rules. You can only choose to kill an opponent in a duel
if you are in a battle, or duelling in the arena on Golgotha. Under the ancient laws of Targol, any Noble
or Guild leader may immediately challenge any accuser to a duel. Refusal to engage in a duel is
regarded as admission of false accusation.

You start with four objectives and a blank objective. You can change each of your initial four objectives
once during the game. You can fill in the blank objective at any time, and can later change it once
during the game. How you go about achieving your objectives in the game is up to you. If you have
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chosen to take part in the romance subgame, then you have some mechanics that can be used to
determine friends and enemies and to suggest objective changes.

Some economic bases have training actions that can improve your Charisma, Duelling, Science, or
Tactics ratings. The normal benefit from training is a +1 increase, but if you spend a Zing token you
gain a +2 increase. Training requires you to sit down at the table for a minute. Your character can only
benefit from one training action each game turn.

Romance
This megagame has mechanics for romance between characters. Romance is used in a broad sense,
covering a wide spectrum of relationships – from bitter hatred and jealous rivals, through mutual
respect and platonic friendships, to passionate true love.
The romance subgame is optional – you must choose to
opt in to the subgame during casting. All players with
characters that can be romanced will have a heart symbol
on their character tag. Romance is not restricted by
character faction, role, gender or species – you can court
any player with a romanceable character.
If you opt into the romance subgame, you will receive an
envelope at the start of the game containing cards you can
give to your friends and lovers.
A megagame is not a dating app and this romance
subgame is not an excuse to sexually harass people. Be
respectful of the personal space of other players, and do
not touch people without their consent.

All courting of the attention of other characters is to take place during the World Phase. Courting is
prohibited during all other Phases. The number of courting actions is limited, you are allowed
•
•
•
•

one Courting action per game turn;
one bonus Courting action if you attend a social event on a world (Social events will be
announced in the Propaganda Phase the turn before they happen);
a bonus Courting action each time a Romance battle card is drawn when your character is in
a battle; and
one free Courting action the first time you interact with one of the Earthling characters.
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Courting can only take place if your character tokens are in the same map region. After a conversation,
if both players agree, you both draw a card from the Romance deck. This uses both of your courting
actions. If one player does not agree, you do not use your courting action. If the Romance cards you
draw are:
Romance Cards

Courting Action Outcome

Different
Colours

No Effect: You can court each other again in future courting actions.

Both Red

Friends: Keep the Romance card, it is now an Inspiration card for you.

Both Black

Rivals: Discard the cards.

Red Match

Best Friend: Keep the Romance card, it is now an Inspiration card for you.
Unlock Best Friend Pulp Action card.

Black Match

Bitter Enemy: Discard the cards.

Both Jokers

True Bond: Discard the cards. Unlock True Bond Pulp Action card.

A card matches if it is the same value. For example, the Jack of Hearts and Jack of Diamonds are a best
friend match, while the Ace of Spades and the Ace of Clubs are a bitter enemies match. Once a
relationship is established, you should roleplay your friendship or rivalry to the best of your ability.
See below for specific mechanical effects.

You may reveal any, all, or none of your objectives to your friend, and you can change one of your
objectives to match that of an objective your friend holds (or vice versa). Keep the playing card to use
for Inspiration. You may draw Romance cards again with your friend.

You have a new objective to see ill done to your rival, whether by your hand or that of others. You
should not willingly help your rival. You may draw Romance cards again to overcome the rivalry only
if an appropriate narrative moment occurs. Return the cards you drew to the deck.

As for friend (see above) but you may adopt any, all, or none of your best friend’s objectives. You can
only have one best friend at a time. If you already have a best friend, you must choose between them.
You can use your Best Friend Pulp Action card in a situation that involves your best friend. You may
draw Romance cards again with your best friend.

Only the death, disgrace, or exile of your hated enemy will satisfy you. Add the elimination of your
bitter enemy to your objectives for the game. You can only have one bitter enemy at a time. If you
already have a bitter enemy, you must choose between them. Return the cards you drew to the deck.
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As for best friend (see above). You can only have one true bond relationship. If you already have a true
bond, you must choose between them. You can use your True Bond Pulp Action card in a situation
that involves true bond. Return the cards you drew to the deck.
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